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H’ ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determi ne whether a meaningful
I correlation exists between some quantifiable element of a pilot ’s

— neurological activity and his performance at the controls of an aircraft

• with particular emphasis on degraded performance as a result of “mental

fatigue.” The study represents the simultaneous development of two

initially independent areas of investigation and their eventual integra-

tion for the purpose of correlation analysis.

— Because the evaluati on of pilot performance has traditionally been

subjective in nature, a new and unique system for quantifying pilot

performance was developed using the Singer GAT-lB Link Flight ~ - •or.

A system was also developed for monitoring and recording pilot

neurological functions in a cockpit envirormient.

Significant changes in pilot performance and neurological functions

were observed as a result of sleep deprivation, holding all other

factors as constant as possible. An apparent trend was observed relating

changes in pilot performance to changes In a pi lot’s pre-flight

neurological state described in terms of cross correlation and coherence

function analysis of evoked potential tests. Ground work was laid for

I ~ further investigation Into the possibility of predicting pilot perform-.

• ance based on a comparison of the pilot ’s current neurological state to

a previously recorded baseline and developing neurologically based

criteria for pilot duty cycles.
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CHAPTER I
S.

1 PITR000CT ION

The purpose of this study was to determine whether a meaningful

correlation exists between some quantifiable element of a pilot ’s

neurological activity and his performance at the controls of an air-

craft. The results of this study were intended to form the basis for

future research into such areas as the neurological screening of

aviator/astronaut candidates and neurologically-based criteria for

pilot duty cycles.

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH

National Transportation Safety Board accident reports indicate

that pilot fatigue may have been a contributing factor in a significant

— number 0f aircraft accidents. In spite of numerous references to the

term “pilot fatigue,” however, there currently exists no quantifiable

means of defining the term pilot (mental) fatigue. As a result of

these limitations , the United States Armed Forces and the Federal

Av iation Adninistration have somewhat arbitrarily established maximum

pilot-duty cycle criteria for various types of pilot operations . The

standa rds apply uniformly to all pilots engaged in the particular form

of pilot operations being governed, without regard for physiological

and neurological differences among individual pilots. It is not,

therefore, a valid assumption that all pilots are capable of performing

their flight duties safely merely because they have met the minimum

rest requirements set forth by the applicable regulations.

I.
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The study described herein represents an attempt to correlate

some element of a pilot ’s neurological activity to his flight perform-

ance. If such a correlation could be found, the first step toward

quantifying the phrase “mental fatigue” in terms of changes in an

individual’ s neurological activity will have oeen accomplished.

ASSUMPTIONS

The researcher has made certain basic assumptions related to the

nature of the problem in conducting this study. It is assumed that:

1) Pilot performance is in some way related to an individual’ s

neurologica l functions.

2) Mental and physical fatigue are two separate phenomena , implying

that mental fatigue may be induced without the onset of significant

levels of physical fatigue.

3) Not all pilots develop mental fatigue at the same rate.

4) Pilot subjects in a testing environment will attempt to fly

the aircraft in the same manner, applying individual technique to

ma inta in persona l ly set stan dards, whether rested or fatigued.

5) Given a task conmiensurate with his flying skills , an av iator ’s

ability to follow a specific flight path In an instrument flight

environment is a function of his thought processes. It Is further

assumed that a change in the manner in which an aviator tracks along

the same flight path resulting in more frequent and extreme excursions

from the desired path represents a degradation in individual pi lot

performance.

6) G i ven an a ircraft appropriate to hi s level of mechan ical fly ing

-J
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skill and experience , an av iator ’s ability to fly a specific flight

path is directly related to the mental difficulty of the problem. It

is further assumed that problems causing similar excursions from the

desired flight path by two different, rested pilots are of similar

mental difficulty for the individual pilots , regardless of their levels

of experience.

7) Pilots being tested should be located along the relatively

horizonta l portion of the learning curve for the problem involved , in

order to eliminate bias to flight performance measurements.

8) Most significant neurological activity occurs between the

frequencies of one and 180 H
~ 
(cycles per second).

LIMITATIONS

The results of this study can only be appl ied to the specific

group studied . However, the sample group is composed of a reasonable

cross-section of the aviation coninunity at large, including male and

female aviators at widely varied levels Of pilot experience and age.

Fu rther research involv ing a muc h larger sample must be conduc ted in

order to warrant applying the results to the population of aviators at

large.

ii
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CHAPTER II. RELATED RESEARC H

PROCESSING NEUROLOGICAL SIGNALS

A lthough the concept of frequency analysis øf EEG (electroencephalo-

gram) data has been around for quite some time , serious efforts to apply

such techniques have evolved only within the past decade. As early as

1932 Dr. G. Dietsch , a physicist, was performing anal ysis of norma l

and pathological EEGs.1 By 1938 Drs. Grass and Gibbs had developed a

method of EEG spectral analysis using analog f liters .2 However, It was

not until the advent of the low-cost digital computers and the appl ica-

tion of the Fourier Transform algorithm that a practical system was made

available to investi gators for EEG analysis.3 Technological advances in

the field of digital time-series analysis have provided the basis for

the development of a new generation of spectral analyzers capable of

evaluating a multitude of functions in a real time environment.’ These

func tions inc l ude the Forwa rd and Inverse Four ier Transform, the Transfer

Function, the Au to and Cross Spectrum , the Au to and Cross Corre lat ion,

an d the Coherence Func tion.

It is significant that prior to the development of the Fast Fourier

Transform algorithm by Cooley and Tukey in 1965, EEG anal ysis had

primarily been conducted in the time domain since low frequency analog

filters are diffi cult to use. The development of the FF1 algorithm

litera lly added another dimension to EEG signal processing by providing

for signal analysis In the frequency domain. These new capabilities in

digita l time-series analysis also opened a new and controversial field

of research dealing with the optimization of EEG analysis techniques.

I
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The variety of functions available to the research in evaluating

neurologica l phenomena creates a problem In determining which functions

provide meaningfu l information and what the significance of that

Informa tion actuall y is.

Although many investigators continue to examine EEG signals In

the time domain , a considerable amount of interest has recently been

focused upon frequency domain analysis.

Dr. Enoch Callaway , of the Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Insti-

tute, continues to measure evoked potential (EP) latency wi th a zero-

crossing technique while researchers at the Naval Academy prefer cross

correlation techniques.5’6 Dr. Callaway chooses to evaluate differences

between EP5 from homogeneous sites on opposite sides of the scalp

through asyninetry calculations , while other laboratories extract similar

information from cross spectrum analyses.’°
Yet another area of controversy in the field of neurological

signal processing is the question of what length of sample should be

taken and what portions of the signal yield meaningful information .

Dr. Du ill o Giann itrapan i of Duke Un i versi ty has devoted a

significant amount of research to the problem of optimizing spectral

analysis of EEG information. Because of equipment constraints, he has

chosen to analyze one 8-second artifact-free record from each of 16

scalp locations tested In a spectral determination from one to 33 Hz. 7

In contrast, researchers at the United States Naval Academy have

examined from 32 to 256-second averages from one to 180 H
~
, and even

as high as 400 Hz with the Spectral Dynamics SD-330 and SD-360 spectral

analyzers. Still other researchers, such as Dr. Callaway, prefer to deal
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wi th average evoked potentials (EP) from a specific number of light

flashes .8,9~
10
~’’

Going beyond the question of optimizing the EEG analysis techniques,

some researchers have even made clini cal applications of newly developed

processing techniques. Among these was Dr. Jean Gotman of the Montreal

Neurological Institute .12 These researchers have taken positive steps

toward classifying brain wave characteristics so that abnormalities in

these characteristics become readily apparent using their processing

techniques .

RELAT ING BRAIN WAVES TO HUMAN BEHAVIOR

In 1966 Dr. R. J. Ellington stated that “no study has been done

conclusively showing the relationship between any feature of the

normal adult EEG recorded under standard conditions and any personality

trait or variable .... Since alpha and beta activity appear to be

quite primitive functions of neural tissue, It is difficult to

believe that any measure will be found to correlate with any of the

dimensions of so complex and logenetically recent an entity as the

human personality.”1

In 1969 Prinibram stated, “Changes in EEG frequency relate more

to the balance between cellular synchrony and desynchrony than to the

specific information content of a signal. If recorded with adequate

resolu tion , they may ind icate where the ac tion is, but not what the

action is all about.”2 Yet even though it is unlikely that current

EEG measurement techniques will ever provide the capability of inter-

preting the meaning of individual thought processes, researchers have

1
1 ,
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~e i
demonstrated the ability to extract data from EEG signals as to the

manner in which the brain conducts its information processing. In fact,

It is this approach of examining the brain ’s information processing

characteristics which most investigators have chosen to adopt in their

study of relating brain waves to human behavior.

In 1936, Davis reported that a high alpha index was characteris-

tically associated wtih a passive, dependent, negative attitude toward

other persons , while a low alpha index generally indicated a consistent,

well-directed , freely indulged drive to activity .3 In 1942, Rubin and

Bowerman verifi ed these findings with tests on peptic ulcer patients.1’

In 1949, Sau l , using a psychoanalytic approach in searching for

correlates of personality with LEG patterns, found trends opposing

those found by Davis, Rubin and Bowerman.1’

In 1956, Kennard reported significant differences in frequency

pattern distributions between groups having different personality

‘ characteristics.1’ Lack of agreement wi th respect to the significance

of these findings prompted Elllngton to conrent on the lack of validity

in these findings as previously mentioned.

In 1975, MIdshipman W. A. Woods found several areas of signif-

icantly different visually evoked potentials between groups of Naval

Academy midshipmen showing psychological/motivational test differences.5

In spite of those individual findings, however, it has yet to be

proven that a definite relationship exists between personality test

measures and neurological frequency spectra.

With respect to Intelligence, several correlations have been made

between EEG information an4 Intelligence test measurements. In 1968,

11
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Bennet reported a correlation coefficient of .593 in relating an

individual’ s dominant bra i n wave frequency (“mode frequency”) to the

Wechsler adult i ntelligence scale measurement, with I.Q. increasing

with mode frequency.6 Ertl found in 1969 correlations from 0.30 to

0.50 between I.Q. test scores and parameters at visual evoked potentials

in a sample of 300 children between the ages of 86 to 185 months.7

In terms of individual performance, Midshipman Charles Hill

determined in 1975 a correlation of .560 between individual “through-

put latency ” (TPL) and grade point average (GPA) in a group of 77

midshipmen at the U. S. Naval Academy.8 In 1976, Dr. Enoch Callaway

noted significant differences in the parameters of evoked potential

between successful and unsuccessful subjects in a Navy remedial reading

program and again observed similar results in a 1977 study of aptitude

among Navy recruits.9’10 In 1961, the Navy observed significant

differences between individual EEG ’s of pilots with a history of S
accidents/incidents and a control group of 1375 aviation candidates.11

Dinard and Defoyolle achieved a correlation of .79 between I.Q.

and average evoked potential (AEP) by compiling the AEP measure to a

task which i tself was a good measure of I.Q. of some 100 subJects.10

In general , there ha~ been a vast amount of research done in

looking for correlations between individual EEG’s and personality

potential , and performance. Unfortunately, there has been very little

significant research into the question of what happens to an Individual ’s 3
neurological activity as his physical and mental states change affect-

ing his performance of various tasks. One such study by Midshipman

C. A. Hill studied differences in individua l EEG’s before and after

I
L~~~~~~~~J
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1~ being fatigued by the Harvard Step Test. Hi1~ found a decrease in the

level of high frequency (beyond 60 Hz) neurological activity in most

individuals after physical exertion .8 The investigator has yet to

find , however, evidence of research into the area of individual differ-

ences in neurological activity while rested and mentally fatigued by

long periods of mental exertion .

PILOT PERFORMANCE EVAL UATION

The evaluation of pilot performance has historically been a largely

subjective matter. Pilots have traditionally been graded by flight

instructors who base their evaluations of their student ’s performance

upon their own perceptions of the task being executed . These percep-

tions are i nfluenced by any number of factors affecting the instructor ’s

physical and mental state. What might be perceived as acceptable one

day could just as well be unsatisfactory the next.

In licensing and examining civilian pilots , the Federal Aviation

Adm-;nistration continues to evaluate pilot performance using the

subjective opinions of designated examiners.1 Coninerclal airline

flight crews continue to be evaluated by FM personnel riding on the

aircraft ’s flight deck.2 SpecIfic tolerance limits have been establ-

lished regarding deviations from the desired flight path; however,

since many actIvities occur during a check ride it is possible that

out-of-tolerance deviations may go unnoticed by both the pilot and the

examiner. The in-flight evaluation of military air crews is currently

being conducted in this same manner.3

11
-
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With the advent of modern flight simulators capable of realis-

tica l ly reproducing any situation encountered In actual flying condi-

tions , efforts have been made to provide instructors and examiners with

some form of record of each flight for post-flight evaluation and

debriefing. Many simulators produce hard copy records showing plan

and profile views of the aircraft’s fl igh t path in the time doma in.1’

Some even record the num ber of excurs ions and the furthest excurs ion

from pre-established tolerances.” However , the evaluation of this i
data has remained a subjective matter. Using the present system, the

instructor or examiner must still make judgments based on his own I
experience in grading air crew performance.5

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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CHAPTER III . METHODS AND PROCEDURES
I

The objective of this study was to determine whether a meaningful

correlation exists between an individual pilot ’s performance at the

controls of an aircraft and some quantifiable element of his neurolog-

ica l activity . The project, which in itself was composed of two major

individua l projects: flight performance evaluation and neurological

- 
signal analysis , required the coordination of effort in seven specific

areas:

1) The development of a system to provide a quantifiable measure

of flight performance;

H 2) The design of a system capable of in-fli ght (simulated or actual)

-
~~ neurologica l data collection ;

‘I 3) The development of a neurological signa l processing system

utilizing the Spectral Dynamics SD 360 Real Time Analyzer;

4) The identification of the subjects to be tested;

5) The development of an experimenta l test plan;

6) The implementation of the test procedures and data collection ;

and

1~ 
7) The analysis of the data collected applying several advanced

times series analysis algorithms.
- 

This chapter describes the activities and decisions involved in

the completion of each element of the project.I ~!
g
I
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FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Until recently, the problem of grading pilot performance has been

a purely subjective matter. Flight instructors and examiners have

traditionally graded pi lots based upon their own perceptions of an

individual’ s flight performance. Many factors ranging from racial or

sexual prejudice to personal preference in pi lot technique have biased

and continue to bias this type of grading system. A wel l known

expression in the aviation coninunity states that “... a student must
learn to fly differently wi th each instructor he flys with....” To

achieve the primary goal of this study, however, a more objective

system had to be developed for quantifying pilot performance.

In quantifying pilot performance, the basic goal of flying must

be considered. Each time a pi lot intentionally provides an input to

the controls of an aircraft it is with one purpose in mind - to direct

the aircraft along a desired flight path. Applying this information,

it may logically be inferred that pilot performance is a measure of

how well a pilot directs his aircraft along the desired flight path.

The flight path may be selected by the pi lot or his instructor, or it

may be directed by the authority controlling the air space through

which the aircraft is transiting. The magnitude of the pilot ’s

excursions from the desired flight path may also be limi ted by regula-

tions or personal discipline . In general, regulatory agencies, such

as the Federal Aviation Aóninistration or the milita ry training

commands, establish tolerances which a pi lot may not exceed during -
~~~

check flights for pilot certification, but it Is impractical to attempt

I
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to apply these standards to everyday fli ght operations. Ground control-

lers have neither the information available nor the time to monitor

this closely the activities of all the aircraft they control . It is ,

therefore, the pilots themselves who generally set the tolerances within

which they will fly.

Another point to consider wi th respect to flight path tolerances

is the fact that the position of the aircraft determined from the

aircraft ’s instruments rarely agrees exactly with the aircraft position

indicated by ground equipment. For this reason , ground personnel

separate aircraft operating under their control by more than adequate

distances to prov ide for safe flig ht operations . The significance of

this point is not, however, the effect of these differences upon ground

personnel observations , but that to provide an objective system for

measuring pilot performance, deviations from the desired flight path

must be measured with respect to the pilot ’s frame of reference - the

aircraft ’s instrument indications. The same is true wi th respect to

flights conducted in simulators as there are often differences between

instrument and recording equipment indications . This principle provides

the basis for a quantifiable pilot performance grading system developed

F for this study . The grading system utilizes an ampl i tude distribution

function of the deviations from the desired flight path.

The pi lot performance monitoring system developed for this project

consisted of four elements:

1) The Singer GAT-lB Flight Simulator ’s circuit boards;

2) A Gould Brush 200, 4 channel strip char t recorder ;

3) A Honeywell Saicor SAI-43A Correlation and Probability Analyzer,

I ~1
1’
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and

4) A Hewlett-Packard 7044A X-Y Recorder.

These elements were combined to produce hard copy records of the

percentage of time that an aviator remained wi thin any given set of

tolerances about the desired flight path.

Flight path information was observed relative to the pi lot’s

frame of reference by taking electrical outputs from the simulator ’s

instrument drive circuit boards. These electrical signals were then

input to the Gould Zero Suppression potentiometers where an “on-flight

path” indication on the pilot ’s instruments was set to zero vol tage.

Any deviations from the desired flight path thus appeared as either

positive or negative voltages at the pen drive output from the Brush

recorder. These positive and negative voltages from the Brush pen-

drive were then input to the SAICOR SAI-43A where an amplitude distri-

bution histogram was computed. Examples of time domain and amplitude

histogram records of pilot performance are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The amplitude distribution histogram represents the Integral of

the ampl itude density histogram from negative infinity to the point

where the function is evaluated wi th the experimental apparatus set

up as described. The amplitude density histogram represents the

relative amount of time that the pilot flies at any given deviation

from the desired flight path. A typical example is shown In Figure 2.

The distribution function, as shown in Figure 3, may therefore be

normali zed and used to indicate the percentage of the total time that

a pilot spends outside any specified l imi ts about the desired fl ight

path.

I
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50 Ft. Upper

50 ft. Lower Limit

Limit

r T
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/ S e

100 ft. Lower Specified 100 ~t. Upper
Limit Altitude Limi t

Figure 1

This figure represents the time domain record of Indiciated
altitude as the pi lot attempts to maintain a specified altitude
shown as the centerline of the graph.
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50 ft. Lower 50 ft. Upper
Limit I I Limit

I I

100 ft. Lower 1~ 100 ft.Upper
Limit : i Limit

~~~~~~~~~~ _ _  ~
;__ 

\
\\

~

\ ,

~

Specified ‘1
Altitude

Figure 2

This figure is a typical Amplitude Density
Histograi~ record of a pilot’s attempts to maintaina specified altitude over a prolonged period .

‘I
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Considering the application of the equipment and techniques

described , several inferences can be made concerning the interpretation

of recorded pilot performance data :

1) By following the desired flight path without deviations , the

resulting distribution histogram would produce a vertica l line at the

point representing the “no voltage ” or “on course ’ signal (i.e. the

pilot flies the aircraft 100 percent of the time exactly on course);

2) By never flying along the desired flight path , the distribution

histogram would be a horizonta l line passing through either zero or 100

percent indicating that the pilot remains biased to one side of a given

parameter and never crosses to the other extreme ;

3) The point on the X-axis where the value of the histogram becomes

greater than zero and the point where the value becomes 100 percent

represent the points of furthest excursion from the desired flight path ;

4) The slope of a straight line fit to the points of the distribu-

tion histogram curve represents the magnitude and duration of the

excursions from the desired path that the pilot is willing to accept

under the given set of circumstances . . .a vertical line indicating no

excursions from a specific flight path ; and

5) the abscissa value at the 50 percent point indicates the mean

path about which the pilot flies the aircraft; thus any difference

between this value and the desired path value represents individual

pilot bias with respect to the given parameter. A graphic presentation

of the above is displayed In Figure 3.

By tapping the appropriate points on the Link Flight Simulator ’s

circuit boards the researcher was able to extract and calibrate signals

— I
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(1) Individual Pilot Bias
indicated by 5O~point (30 ft.above specified altitude) Point of Greatest

(1 Excursion Above Spec .
____ _______________ / ;lt.(17o ft.) 

- .  - -

Amplitude Distribution I /
Histogram of Altitude ‘ I / 2’+,~

l 
/A ~~

Y(2) (3)

I I ’

H’
50~~ 1~Point ‘50 ft. Upper

Limit
50 ft. Lower
Limit /

Point of Greatest /Excursion below I
Specified Alt.
(130 ft..) ____ _ _ _ _  . -.----

~-— Below Specified Above —./ Altitude

Figure 3.
(2) m=AY/AX=the slope of an approximate least squares
fit to the curve

(3) the pilot flew 2k~ of the graded period at least 50ft. above the specified altitude

(4) the pilot flew 6~ of the graded period at least 50ft. below the cp~cified altitude
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I
to correlate specific instrument indications to the desired flight path

line on the distribution histogram. As the pilot extracts flight path

information , through proper use of his instruments , calibrated signals

representing air speed , altitude , rate of climb , heading, turn rate,

course deviation and glide slope deviation were more than adequate to

describe all flight path parameters in the normal operating regime.

Realizing that no more than three of these instruments produce meaning-

ful informati on at any given time , the outputs from these instruments

were initially divided into three groups : 1) air speed ; 2) altitude ,

rate of climb , and glide slope deviation ; and 3) heading , turn rate,

and course deviation .

Upon closer examination of the fli ght parameters and pilot techniques

encountered during most normal operations, It was recognized that: 1) air

speed and 2) altitude , rate of climb , and glide slope deviations are

related . Although further examination of this relationship shows

potential for the development of a quantifiable definition of pilot

“smoothness” and “precision,” time and equipment constraints prevented

this investigation from being further pursued during this study. It

was, therefore, decided to eliminate air speed informati on from the

pilot performance grading system. Based upon the assumption that a

pilot ’s attitudes toward the significance of instrument indications

I ’  remain unchanged from one flight to the next, it was further decided

p that a single instrument indication could be used as a measure of fli ght

performance prov ided: a) the subject was unaware of which instrument

indication was being monitored, and b) the same type maneuver was

executed under the same conditions each time a comparison was made.

[I
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Although information from six independent indications was available , it

was therefore dec ided that during constant altitude maneuvers, altitude

alone could be used to provide a valid indication of pilot performance.

This decision was applied to the experimental test plan as a result of

the investigator ’s workload and time constraints during experimentation.

It was recognized , however, that errors in headi ng, turn rate and course

deviations would not be accounted for using this procedure. For this

reason, a subjective grade based upon the traditiona l approach to pilo~t

performance guiding was assigned by the researcher, a certified flight

instructor having over 1000 hours of flying experience. The subjective

grade, Initially 100 percent and diminished by ten percent for any

gross error which might endanger the safety of the flight during actual

instrument flight conditions , was later factored into the total flight

performance grade along wi th the quantifiable elements.

It was further determined that differences in individual pilot

techniques and attitudes fostered by the non-uniform ity of instructional

programs throughout the aviation community rendered pilot performance

grades , based only upon deviations from absolute flight path limits , (
inadequate. The very nature of certain types of flying creates biases

in pi lot attitudes related to deviations from an assigned altitude. On

a bombing pass or instrument cross-country flight at minimum obstruction

clearance altitude, It Is safer to fly above an assigned altitude than

below It. Conversely, on instrument approaches some pilots capable of

excellent altitude control have developed the habit pattern of flying

slightly below minimum authorized altitudes hoping to complete an

II
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approach which might otherwise be missed . Likewise , formation flying

requires that gentle corrections be made for altitude deviations thus

i rducing greater oscillations about the desired fli ght patl~ than for a

Single aircraft on a precision approach under poor meteorolog ical

conditions.

For these reasons, it was decided that the most objective indication

of pilot performance should be determined from a criterion function

based upon each ouantifiable element and the subjective flight perform-

ance grade. The function was designed with normalized variables and

weightings to produce a score of 100 percent with perfect flight path

tracking and no gross safety errors. A summary of the weightings and

normalizing techniques shown in Table 1 indicates the heavy emphasis

upon objectiveness in the criterion grading function .

H

H
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IN-FLIGHT NEUROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION

Although a proven system for collecting and recording neurological

signals in the form of a two-channel EEG (Electroencephalogram) was

already in use at the Naval Academy prior to the inception of this

project, the system required significant modification to make it accept-

able for use in the cockpit environment.

It was desi rable from the standpoint of both safety and practicality

to power the system from an independent source. As only a few millivolts

of potential are required to do significant damage to brain tissue, with-

out the knowledge of either the subject or the investigator , it was

decided that an independent D.C. power supply would reduce the risk of

the pilot inadvertently becoming part of an electrical circuit grounding

the power supply. The independent power supply was also desirable for

the airborne study of neurological phenomena because of the unavailabil-

ity of a suitable power supply for previously used systems in most li ght

aircraft. An independent battery supply system for the Grass EEG

amplifiers using rechargable Nickel-cadm ium batteries was designed and

r built by the Grass Corporation.

Because of the Inherently high levels of 60 H~ and 400 H2 
“no ise”

R in the GAT-lB flight simulator cockpit, a wire mesh sh ie ld  had to be

designed and built for the electrical leads connecting the electrodes

on the pilot’ s scalp to the EEG amplifiers . The amplifiers themselves

were likewise shielded using aluminum foil. The result of this shielding

was a 25 dB reduc tion in 60 H2 noise.

With the exception of these two modifications , the EEG recording

Ii
U
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system used for this study was essentially the same system used by

Trident Scholars Hill (1975) and Olson (1974) in their research. Gold-

plated electrodes attached with an electrically conductive paste to the

subject’s scalp at locations 0l-C3 and 02-C4 (see figure 4) were
connected to two Grass P-5l1 EEG amplifiers through shielded cables.

The outputs of the EEG amplifiers were transmitted by coaxial cables from

the flight simulator cockpit to the Vetter C-4 cassette recorder at the

researcher ’s control station . Signals from the left and right hemispheres

of the brain were recorded on channels two and four, respectively. With

the recorder calibrated for unity gain , neurolo gi cal signal ana lys is

could be conducted on or off-line using either the SD-360 or the SAl-

43A time series analyzers. Two Hewlett Packard model 12O1A Dual Trace

Oscilloscopes were also an i ntegral part of the control station provid-

ing a monitor of raw brain wave and strobe Information.

Visual stimulus for producing evoked responses in the brain was

provided by a strobe light mounted on the nose of the flight simulator

where the flashes were directed toward the pilot ’s eyes through the

translucent covering of the forward windshield. The strobe was triggered

by a Grass PS-22 photo stimulator, and the flash rate controlled by a

Spectral Dynamics model SD-104 sweep generator located at the control

station. Strobe flashes were monitored from an output of the PS-22

and recorded simultaneously wi th the subject’s brain waves in channel

three of the Vètter recorder.

In addition to neurologically related equipment, the control station

also consisted of flight control and performance monitoring equipment.
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An X-Y plotter provided horizonta l position information similar to that

displayed on an air traffic controller ’s radar screen while a closed-

circuit television monitored cockpit activities and displayed flight

instrument indications. A microphone and speaker available at this

station provided simulated two-way radio communications wi th the pilot .

The flight performance monitoring equipment described In the previous

section was also located at the control station.

A graphica l presentation of the neurological signal processing and

recording system is presented in figure 4. Photographs of the equipment

descr ibed as arran ged for opera tion are s hown in f igures 5 - 10.

NEUROLOGICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM

The Spectra l Dynam ics SD-360 Rea l Time Analyzer was the key element

in the neurol ogical signal processing system developed for this project.

In an attempt to best utilize the assets of this analyzer, the following

information was recorded for each subject: (a) more than 256 seconds of

resting EEG, eyes closed in a dark room (b) EEG and strobe monitor out-

puts with eyes closed during a 256 second log sweep from 13 Hz to 26 Hz
(1 octave), and (c) 256 seconds of in-flight EEG, eyes open, during

eac h segment of gra ded f l ight. The anal ys is of data collec ted dur ing

the deve lopment of an ex per imental tes t plan revealed that the evalua tion

of functions related to strobe inputs produced no meaningful information

when the subject had his eyes open and was concentrating on a task other

than watching the strobe. In-flight strobing was therefore eliminated

from the neurological data recorded.

I
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FIGURE 5 Link Fl ight Simulator

NOTE: a) Overhead Harness for Transmitting Neurological
and Flight Data Signals ,

b) EEG Mplifiers on Far Side of Student’s Seat,
c) Strobe Light Mount on Nose of Aircraft.
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FIGURE 6 - Right Side of Control Station

(Left to right and top to bottom) Equipment consists of:
a) Remote Television Monitor of Aircraft Instruments
loca ted atop of the b) SD-360 Analyzer, c) A vertically
Mounted Fl ight Path Recorder with Associated Instructor
to Pilot Conriunications Equipment , d) A X-Y Plotter for

• Producing Hard Copy Real Time Analyzer (RTA) Information ,
[ L  and e) Oscilloscopes and Associated Cameras for Monitoring

RTA and Waterfall Displays.
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FIGURE 7 - Left Side of Control Station

(left to right and top to bottom) Equipment consists of:
a) Strip-Chart Recorder and X-Y Plotter for Hard Copy
Histogram Information, b) Strobe Frequency Counter, c)
Low Pass (less than 10K H z) F i l ters , d) SAI-43 and
Oscilloscope Monitor, e) Flight Data Recorder, f) Strobe
and Neurological Signal Oscilloscope Monitors , g)
Neurological Signal Recorder, h) Log-Sweep Generator (Strobe)
an d Pa~plifier, and i) Time Domain Flight Data Monitor(Gould Strip Chart Recorder).

I
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I

- FIGURE 8 - Pilot Station Inside Simulator

(Note EEG Amplifiers to left of seat)

i
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FIGURE 9 - Shielded Electrode Harness
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The techniques used in analyzing the neurological signals collected

duri ng this project entailed the use of five functions available with

the SD—360: (1) the auto spectrum , (2) the cross spectrum,(3) the cross

correlation functi on, (4) the coherence function , and (5) the waterfall

display of auto spectrum. The auto spectrum of a wave form (G
~~
) is

simply the magnitude squared of the forward Fourier transform of a wave

form (see figure 11). It takes a signal composed of its many Fourier

components in the time domain and transforms it to the frequency domain.

(For a geometrical interpretation of auto spectrum, see figure 12.)

The cross spectrum of two wave forms i s s imply a mathematically

more sophisticated version of the auto spectrum. Whereas in computing

the auto spectrum a complex quantity representing the wave form (X(jw) =
+ 
~~~ 

is multiplied by its complex conjugate (X*(jw) = 
~A 

- i
~A~ 

to

produce the auto spec trum funct ion, the cross spectrum involves two wave
form s (X(j~) = 

~A 
+ i

~A 
and Y(jw) = + 

~~~ 
and is equal to the

product of one wave form and the complex conjugate of the second

(X(j,,) • Y*(jw) = GAB(w) = ~~ 
+ 

~~~~~~ 
- 

~~~~ 
(see also f igure 11).

The coherence function attempts to identify that portion of measured

cross spectrum related to the measured input and output power spectra.

IG (jw)f2
Represented by the equation 

~ y2 = 
G (w) G ~~~~

. the function
xx yy

‘3 ( iw ) 12 tp + ~n ~
(p —

can be seen by definition G 
yx 

~ 
= ‘ A ‘“4A’’ B ‘“~B’ ~xx yy t(PA + 

~~~~~ 
- JQA )T

- 

~~~~~ 
+

+ 
~~~~~ 

- 

~~~~ 
to equal unity for each data sample. By independ-
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ently averaging the quantities 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

j Gyx (jw)j, and ~~~~~ the

function is also equal to unity where the output and Input are related

by an amplitude independent linear transfer function . However, values

less than unity are obtained where response si gnals other than those

related to the true forcing function are contributing to system output.

This is precisely the case in the analysis of the brain as a system

where a strobe pulse is the input and the evoked response to that pulse

mixed with the subject’s normal neurological activity is the output.

Systems simulations applying a swept frequency si gna l as the input and

the same signal mixed wi th noise as the output revealed that the coherence

function could be applied in this manner to determine the percentage

of output signa l produced by the input. (see also figure 11 )

The auto correlation function is concerned with the similarity

between a wave form and the time shifted version of itself. The value

of the function at time zero is obtained by taking a sample of the wave

form and its time shifted version at the same instant in time , multiply-

Ing the ordinates of the wave forms, and summing the products over the

length of the sample. One of the wave forms is held constant to establish

a zero time reference while the other Is time shifted along the sample

interva l to produce consecutive values of the function. The resulting

auto correlation function represents the relationshi p between the input

wave form and the ti~e shift imparted to the second wave form with each

iteration. Because the auto correlation function is computed in this

manner , It Is obvious that the greatest positive value of the function

f ) occurs when the two wave forms are in phase, and the greatest negative

va lue occurs when the wave forms are 180 degrees out of phase. (see

figure 13)
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The cross correlation function is computed in the same manner as

the auto correlation function except that the inputs are different wave

forms. The cross correlation is a graph of the similarity of two wave

forms as a function of the time shift between them. (see figure 14)

By its very nature, It contains only those frequencies common to both

wave forms. This function was applied as a neurolog ical signa l process-

ing technique during this study to determine the time delay between a

flash of the strobe light and the evoked response to the flash in the

brain. This time delay for brain waves has been called through-put

latency or through-put speed (TPS).

The primary problem in determining through-put latency using the

cross correlation function is that the peak value of the function

recurs at intervals equal to the per iod of the reference wave form -

the strobe signal. From the cross correlation of an EEG sample with a

single frequency strobe input , it is impossible to determine which peak

represents the true through-put latency of the brain. By comparing peaks

of cross correlation functions of EEG samples at several discrete

frequencies for a common peak , however , the through-put latency can be

estimated . Although the peaks repeat in each separate correlogram (the

cross correlation between a neurological signal and a strobe reference

si gnal) at intervals equal to the period of the strobing frequency, with

varying strobe frequencies , and hence varying periods , a common peak

will occur In each correlogram at the point equal to the through-put

latency. This technique, developed by Midshipman Michael Olson in 1974,

Is based upon the assumption that the through-put latency Is a constant

within the frequency range of approximately 11 Hz to 20 Hz. The study
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FIGURE 13 - The Auto Correlation of a Sweet Waveform*
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described herein further attempted to determine if the through—put latency

could also be obtained by summing the correlograms produced from an EEG

signal and either several discrete strobing frequencies or a strobe

signal swept through a particular range of frequencies. Applying signal

simulations to the SD-36O, it was determined that if the through-put

latency was Indeed frequency independent in the range of Interest, the

through-put latency would appear at the greatest positive value of the

cross correlation function .

The waterfall display capabilities of the SD-360 were developed to

present successive four second averages of the auto spectrum during the

256 seconds of strobing activity . Although the dynamic range of the

display was drastically reduced and absolute magnItude information was

unavailable in the waterfall mode, evoked neurological activity became

quite apparent when the evoked potentials exceeded non-excited levels of

activity in the brain. (see figure 15) The display was further used

as a general indication of the responsiveness of the brain to the visual

stimulus. The waterfall display is incapable, however, of providing

information concerning phase relationships between the input strobe

signa l and the evoked response in the brain.

IDENTIFICATION OF SUBJECTS

At the Inception of this project, it was assumed, based upon the

Investigator ’s ex perience as a flight instructor , that a significant

degradation In pilot performance could be induced using low-time, private

pilots during a simulated instrument flight of approximately one hour in

duration. Thi s asstanption was considered valid by many other experienced

II
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FATIGUED

NOTE: Magnitude of Mode and 60 Hz Peaks and Subject’sRes ponse to Strobe Fundamenta l and Fi rst Two
Harmonic Frequenc ies

RESTED

NOTE: Increase in High Frequency Activity has Buried
Mode and 60 Hz Signals and Response to Strobe i s
Not Apparent

FIGURE 15 - Rested and Fatigued Auto Spectrum:
Waterfall Display of Neurological Activity
During Log-Sweep of Strobe

(NOTE : Same Subject , Same Scales - 10 Hz/Division )
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aviators and flight instructors as well. Preliminary testing , however,

did not produce the levels of degradation (between 10 and 30 percent)

desired in this study .

It wcis further assumed that experienced aviators would be capable

of flying longer instrument flights than low-time pilots before equivalent

levels of degradation in pilot performance would occur. Although this

assumption proved to be valid, the test plan finally adopted was capable

of inducing equivalent levels of degraded pilot performance in both

experienced and unexperienced aviators.

For the reasons stated here, and because of time and scheduling

constraints at the Nava l Academy, it was decided that eight civilian

pilots from the Brigade of Midshipmen and four fleet aviators from the

Naval Academy staff would form the group of subjects used for this study.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TEST PLAN

There is little that can be done to prevent accidents resulting

from pilots undertaking tasks above their normal level of flying skills.

However , most of the Nationa l Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) accident

reports citing “pilot fatigue” as a s ignificant factor involved flight

operations normally wi thin the pilot ’s capabilities . It was therefore

decided to place the emphasis of this study upon the examination of

pilot neurological changes as individual pilot performance degraded.

It was further decided that the difficulty of the problem given to

each subject should be varied In order to achieve approximate equality

in terms of the mental difficulty of the problem. This was done by

chang ing the stability and performance characteristics of the aircraft

1
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used and by varying the types of fli ght operations required cf each

subject based upon his level of pilot skill s. The difficulty of the

problem remained unchanged , however, during each graded portion of the

flight.

In order to achieve approximately equal mental problems for each

member of the test group, the researcher varied the difficulty of the

flying problem in order to force each pilot ’s rested flight performance

grade into the range of 50-95 percent in accordance with the grading

system outlined in this chapter. The underlying assumption is that all

pilots in an environment where their performance is being monitored by

a flig ht instructor will attempt to maintain established military or

FAA standards as appropriate to their background. The assumption has

yet to be proven , as the proof Involves many complex variables such as

age, aviation background , motivation , and current experience. However,

the experience of many flight instructors and FAA examiners and the

applicability of the Hawthorne effect - i.e. , subject performance

improves in a testing environment - tend to support the validity of the

assumption.

Having decided upon the basic principles and objectives governing

the experimental portion of this project, a basic test plan was conceived

and modified through several iterations. Although it was originally

intended that each subject make a single flight in the simulator of

sufficient duration that his performance at the end of the flight was

significantly (more than 10 percent) different from the beginning, i t

was found that the time requ i red to obtain these results was prohibitively

long (In excess of 3 hours). Flights at such duration were Impractical

H
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at the Naval Academy because of scheduling problems . An alternative

solution was therefore formulated.

Assuming that a pilot ’s neurological activity during periods of

rested and degraded performance was the key element In determining the

relationship between indivIdual pilot performance and neurological func-

tions , it was decided that activities between these two periods of I

interest was i rrelevent to the question at hand . The activities of each

subject during this period were noted by the researcher, but by allowing

this activity to be somewhat random, chances of sim i lar changes in av iator ’s
neurological activity being related to the interim activity rather than

pilot performance were reduced.

It was determined through preliminary investigation that significant

degradations in pilot performance could be induced by requiring subjects

to remain awake during the period from 6 P.M. until 6 A.M. prior to

their being retested. This effect was partly enhanced by the structured

nature of Naval Academy life. It was further found that the effect I
became most pronounced during flights in a simulated night instrument

flight environment.

Applying the assumptions and results of preliminary investigation

to the original test plan, a final version of the experimental procedure

was derived. Subjects were first tested in a rested state during the I
evening 7-9 P.M. after a day of normal activity and then required to

remain awake unti l they were again tested the following morning at 6 A.M.

Al l testing was conducted in a simulated night instrument flight I
environment wi th the stability of the aircraft and the difficulty of

the problem the same for both testing periods . The investigator tailored I
I
1~
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the difficulty of the problem to each subject based upon his knowledge

of the subject’s aviation background in order to keep the- rested flight

performance grades at all subjects within the range of 50-95 percent.

IMPLEMENTATION OF TEST PROCEDURES AND DATA COLLECTION

The testing of subjects using the test plan described previously

took place over a three week period . The development of the testing

equ i pment and experimenta l test procedures had taken six months.

Each subject reported to the flight simulation lab for rested per-

formance testing between 7 P.M. and 9 P.M. after norma l daily activities.

At this point the objectives of the project were explained and a short

pre-flight briefing conducted whil e the electrodes were being placed upon

the subject’s scalp. The pilots were told that their performance was

determined by the precision wi th which they followed the aesired flight

path as indicated by their instruments . The investigator determined the

aircraft performance parameters and pilot operations briefed based upon

the experience of the aviator being tested, the objective being to

establish a rested flight performance grade between 60 and 95 percent.

After the pilot was thoroughly briefed , he was placed in the

simulator , the electrodes were connected to the EEG recording system, and

the room lights were turned out. After allowing the subject approximately

H three minutes to become settled in his new environment, the researcher

recorded 256 seconds of resting EEG data with the subject ’s eyes closed

and 256 seconds of EEG data while the subject was being flashed with the

strobe. The strobing took place with the pilot ’s eyes closed , looking

through the eyelids in the direction of the strobe. The frequency of

11
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the strobe was logarithmically swept between 13 H
~ and 26 H~ 

(o ne octave)

in order to produce a uniform input power spectrum over the 256 seconds

at recorded strobing activity . At the same time the subject’s neurolog-

ica l activity was being recorded, the power spectrum of the left and

right hemisphere signals were computed , averaged , and recorded in hard

copy form using the SD-360.

After the pilot’ s resting neurological activity was recorded , he

opened his eyes, started the aircraft, and began the simulated night

Instrument flight as briefed. The first twenty to thirty minutes of the I
fli ght were ungraded and used to familiarize the aviator with the air-

craft and his environment. During the next twenty to thirty minutes,

three 256 second samples of pilot performance and neurological activity I
were averaged and recorded while the pilot performed the activities

briefed prior to the flight. The pilot landed the aircraft after the I
graded portion of the flight, was debriefed in the manner of most

supervised fli ghts, and the electrodes were removed from the scalp.

After the first testing period , the subject was required to remain

awake through the night until he was again tested using the same proce-

dures as for the rested flight at approximately 6 A .M. the following I
norn-Ing . The fatigued testing procedure was Identica l to the rested

procedure with the exception that in performing the pre-briefed flight

operations a right turn might be substituted for a left turn or a climb I
for a descent. Personal bias was removed, however, by including equal

numbers of right and left turns, and cl imbs and descents In the graded 1
portion of the fl ight.

II
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Although allowed to engage in activities of their choice during the

period between rested and fatigued testing , most subjects used the time

to pursue academic activities such as reading, completing homework , or

grading quizzes . The subjects were not allowed to drink alcohol but

were allowed to drink coffee or soft drinks. Excessive physica l exercise

was also discouraged to reduce the effects of physical fatigue upon the

subject’s neurological activity (see Trident Scholar Report #69, 1974).

ANALYSIS OF COLLECTED DATA

Using the cassette recordings of each subject’s neurologica l activity

and the hard copy records obtained on-line, the following functions

were evaluated using the SD-36O:

(1) the auto spectrum (power spectrum) from zero to 180 Hz for

both left and right hemispheres of the brain , while (a) inactive, eyes

closed ; and (b) flying the aircraft, eyes open, during each 256 second

graded period (see figure 16).

(2) the cross correla tion between the strobe s ignal , log-swept for

* 256 seconds from 13 Hz to 26 Hz and both the left and right hemispheres

of the brain (see figure 17).

(3) the coherence of an evoked response In both hemispheres in the

brain triggered by strobe pulses during the 256 second log sweep (see

figure 18).

(4) the waterfall display of the subject’s left and right auto

spectrum during the 256 second strobe log sweep (see also figure 15).

ii
I
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CHAPTER IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FL IGHT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This study determined that It Is possible to quantify various

elements of pilot performance using the techniques outlined in Chapter

II of this report. Pilot performance data collected during the execution

I of the experimental test plan further indicated that It was possible to

force initial (rested) pilot performance grades Into the range from 50 to

95 percent by adjusting the difficulty of the problem for each subject.

[ Fatigued grades however, depended upon the individu al ’s ability to

compensate for lack of sleep.

Table 2 tabulates the four elements comprising the overall Flight

Performance Grade (FPG) for each subject. Table 3 presents the combined

FPG’s in addition to the ratio of fatigued to rested grades and the

percent difference between the two. Had the investigator had the time

to become more familiar with the aviation background and skil ls of each
- 

. 
subject , it is antici pated that initial grades could have been forced

- .  into a band less than ten percent in width . Yet the value of this

capability would be of questionable utility as no research has been

conducted to determine if any correlation exists between the rested FPG

I 
-

and the mental difficulty of a pilot’s problem.

I It is si gnificant to note that although each subject was deprived

of approximately the same amount of rest, the changes in individual

pilot performance are not at all similar. This observation tends to

J support the original premise that arbitrary pilot duty cycle criteria

are inadequate to insure safe pilot operations under all circumstances.

I
I
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Each individua l reacts to a particular set of circumstances In hIs own

unique manner.

The preliminary investigation leading to the development of the

final test plan also revealed the significance of the Hawthorne effect

In relation to this study . If the pilot in any way perceived that his

performance was being monitored by the flight performance analysis

system, his performance improved dramatically. Familiarity wi th the

limitations of the system used for this project allowed some pi lots to

achieve artificially high FPG’s by “playing ” the s imulator “like a
pinbal l machine.” Improvements in the test plan removed this advantage,

however, by preventing the pi lot from knowing which flight instruments I
and what portions of the flight were being monitored. Pilot briefings

prior to test flights gave the impression that performance monitoring

was continuous throughout the flight using all instrument indications

appropriate to the maneuver in progress. This modification to the test

plan appeared to produce more uniform pilot performance throughout the t
test flight and eliminate the tendency of the subjects to “play the machine.”

Although there was no way to determine if overall pilot performance

improved as a result of the Hawthorne effect, such an improvement should I
not detract from the validity of the observed pilot performance data

provided the pilot ’s attitude toward the flight test remained the same I
while rested and fatigued. On the contrary, such an effect would provide

a good indication of the pilot ’s max imum l evel of performance for his

current neurological state.

Another significant effect observed in the development of the pilot

performance analysis portion of this project was related to the pilot ’s I
I
~I
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lea rn ing curve. When presented a relatively new task , most subjects

tended to operate on the most vertica l portion of the learning curve

and performance Improved significantly from one flight to the next and

even during a single flight in spite of fatigue effects. For this reason,

it was necessary to design flights composed of elements familiar to the

test subject both in terms of principles and recent experi ence in order

to force pi lot operations along the relatively level portions of the

learning curve.

It is important to note that each of these observations is strictly

limited by both physical constraints and the subjective nature of many

of the required assumptions . The small sample size (ten subjects) and

• F the time limitations involved (only two flights of approximately one

hour in duration) In this study do not provide enough information to

statistically analyze pilot performance according to groups of various
- T experience levels and aviation backgrounds . Nor does the sample

necessarily represent a cross section of the aviation coimiunity as a

whole.

The analysis of altitude data alone further limits the validity of

pilot performance data by examining only one of the parameters describ-

ing the flight path of an aircraft. The assumption must be made that

an av iator ’s attitude toward altitude control relative to other
indications of flight path control remains unchanged for this information

to be valid.

Finally, the pilot performance information obtained from this study

was limi ted by the subjective nature of the criterion function used to

compute the overall Flight Performance Grade. Non-uniformites in pilot

11
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9-

training ,..rograms made it necessary to make allowances for differences

in pilot attitudes among the subjects tested. Bias and deviation

information were included with absolute tolerance data in computing the

FPG. Further, because altitude information describes the aircraft

fligh t path in the vertical plane alone , an Instructor ’s subjective

evaluation was required to include any gross safety errors made in a

horizontal plane or in operational procedures. The criteria function

described in Table 1 of Chapter II represents a consensus of attitudes

among several experienced military and civilian aviators in applying

significance to each element of fli ght path control . By its nature, the

function assigns high grades for safe and precise flight path control

and low grades for unsafe and poor control with safety being paramount

in both cases. The function further tends to emphasize changes in

flight path control to make degraded pilot performance readily apparent.

Therefore , in  spite of the fact that the criterion function is subjective

in nature, it is not without logical and objective basis. However, it

must still be considered a limiting factor in determining the validity

of the pi lot performance data in this study.

NEUROLOGICAL SIGNAL ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION

Figures 16 - 18 depict actual copies of neurological records

analyzed using the Auto spectrum,Cross correlation, and Coherence functions

respectively. Various quantities measured from these hard copy records

are presented in Table 4.

From resting Auto (power) Spectrum records, the amplitude of the

subject’ s mode frequency was measured in microvolts . The mode frequency
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I,

is a characteristic low-frequency (generally 8 - 13 H
~
) peak in an

individual’ s neurolog ical power spectrum. The mode is most probably

caused by the periodic charging and discharging of brain cells not

actually being used for their primary function .13 As an individual

closes his eyes, for example , the average magnitude of the mode builds

as cells normally used in the optic sensory system no longer perform

that function but continue to exchange electrical charges at the mode

frequency. (see figure 15) Little correlati on was found between changes

in the mode and pilot performance (the correlation coefficient , rr .53

and r = .54 for left and right hemispheres respectively). (see figure 19)

The frequency of the mode was also noted , as was an estimate of the

average dB (decibel ) difference between rested and fatigued spectrum in

the range from 60 to 180 H
~. (Note that on these spectral plots micro -

volts can be read from the logarithmic scale and dB from a linear scale.)

It was found , however , that the frequency of an individual ’ s mode

generally remained unchanged with fatigue and that there existed practi-

cally no correlation (r = .264 and r = .009 for left and right hemispheres

respectively) between percent changes in pilot performance and dB changes

in hig h frequency neurological activity . (see fi gures 20 and 21) As

the microvolt levels of high frequency activity continued to rol l off,

there was no means of expressing these changes in absolute terms or ratios .

Analysis of recorded data further revealed that because of some

unknown process by which the brain responds to the strobe pulse, the

strobing technique failed to consistently produce a single maximum

peak in the cross correlation function . Instead , there were generally

three large peaks of nearly equal magnitude provided with approximately
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60 msec . spacing (1/60 msec 16.5 Hz - the mean frequency in the

typical range of greatest coherence function values between peaks).

It was therefore impossib le to determine conclusively from a single

cross correlation , the time delay between a strobe pulse and the corre-

sponding evoked response in the brain.

Anticipating the existence of a relationship between changes in the

coherence function , the cross correlation , and pilot performance , the

peak to peak value of the cross correlation function was determined for

the range of 0 to 400 rnsec. (see Table 5) Analysis of this data using

a computer program available at the Naval Academy produced a polynomial

equation relating changes in cross correlation amplitudes to changes in

• pil ot performance with a correlation coefficient of r = .80. (see

figure 22) Using the same program , another polynomial fit was obtained

relating changes in coherence function values to pilot performance wi th

a correlation coefficient at r = .80. (see figure 23) The coherence

function data used to obtain this correlation tabulated represent only

rough approximations of the mean value of the function over the swept

region . More accurate values could be obtained by normalizing the

Integral of the function over the desired frequency range.

As in the case of pil ot performance analysis , the validity of the

neurolog ical data obtained during this study is limited by the small

size of the group of aviators tested and the inability to test a subject

more than once because of time constraints . The results of the study

are further limi ted In that the correlations developed represent a

relationship between changes in an individual pilot ’s pre-flight

neurological state and potential pilot performance. However , In-flight

neurologica l records of each subject are availabl e for future analysis.
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I
r 

The value of the recorded neurological data is also limited by

! the very nature of the data itself. The decision to use a flashing

I 
strobe to evoke responses in the brain during neurological testing was

based upon previous research and equipment constraints. The use of the

strobe gave meaning to the application a-f the cross correlation and

coherence functions to neurological signal analysis. The frequency

range (one octave) was determined by limitations of the coherence function

algorithm on the SD-360; while the sweep rate (one octave/256 seconds)

was determined by the time required for the SAI-43 to produce a meaning -

ful pilot performance record. The sweep limi ts (13 - 26 H~) were based

- 
upon coherence function data to include those frequencies at which most

I individuals appeared to respond best to the strobe stimulus. Optimum

techniques for measuring and recording neurological si gnals have yet

to be determined.

• I
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this study, the following accomplishments were

realized :

1) A new and unique system was developed for quantifying pilot

performance.

2) A system was developed for monitoring and recording pilot

neurological functions in a cockpi t environment. The system did not

impair the pilot ’s ability to fly the aircraft and had the capability of

being used in both flight simulators and real aircraft.

3) The components of the two systems described above were success-

fully integrated in order to provide control by a single individual in

executing the project test plan.

4) SIgnificant changes in pilot performance and neurological functions

were observed as a result of the execution of the experimental test plan.

Pilot performance was generally degraded as a result of sleep deprivation

holding all other factors as constant as possible. It is therefore

logically inferred that the observed degradation in pilot performance

were a result of the subject’s “menta l ly fat igued” state.

5) An apparent trend relating changes in a pilot’s pre—flight

neurological state to changes in his subsquent flight performance was

observed and a polynomial fit to the data representing this trend was

developed.

6) In accomplishing point number five, the ground work was laid for

further investigation into the possibility of predicting pilot performance

based on a comparison of the pilot’ s current neurological state to a

~1
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previously recorded baseline and developing neurologically based

I criteria for pilot duty cycles .
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CHAPTER V I. RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of observations made during the course of this study ,

the following recoimiendations are made as a guide to further research in

this area :

PILOT PERFOR MANCE ANA L YSIS

1) With respect to the system developed and used for this study,

research should be conducted to determine optimum weighting and normal-

izing criteria to produce the best possible correlation between computed

pilot performance grades and actual pilot performance (i.e., how well

does the FPG approximate the pilot ’s ability to track the desired flight

path).

2) An automated version of the system used in this project should be

developed . The system could utilize preset selector buttons to auto-

matically null correct instrument indications to zero when selected .

Such modifications would vastly Improve the present system and allow a

single operator the capability of monitoring and recording all the

parameters appropriate to the flight regime being observed. These mod-

ifications , combined wi th the explanation of the system grading criteria

to each subject would make the criteria grading function a purely

objective system.

3) A monitoring system having the same capabilities as point 2) of

this section should be designed for military and coninercial training

aircraft. The system should provide the flight instructor/examiner with

the capability of recording pilot performance records on cassette tape

for post-flight analysis on the ground.
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NEUROLOGICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

1) Because of the significant changes noted in an individua l’s

neurological functions as a result of sleep deprivation it is reconi~iended

that in future Investigations , subjects be tested more than once at each

desired physiological state to determine the reproducibility of recorded

neurological data. Research should be conducted to determine the validit y

of classifying an individua l’s neurologica l characteristics based upon a

single “basel ine ” observa tion.

2) From neurological data collected using the procedures outlined

for this study, the significance of high--frequency coherence (above the

swept region of the fundamental strobe frequencies) should be investigated .

Particular emphasis should be placed upon examining response at the

higher harmonic frequencies of the strobe repetition rate.

3) The significance of the triple peak effect In the cross correlation

function between a logari thmically swept strobe and the corresponding

neurological activity should be further examined. Signal simulations

using a filtered pulse sequence to represent the strobe and the same

pulse delayed and buried In random noise to represent the evoked response

in the brain produced, as would be expected, a single large peak In the

I ~ cross correlation function. The location of this peak on the time axis

indicates the time delay between stimulus and response. It is hypoth-

esized that the triple peak effect Is related to variations in the process

that transmitts evoked responses through the brain. The transfer

function relating the strobe stimulus to Its evoked response in the brain

I ~I appears to be variable In nature , but further research is necessary to

- .  verify this observation.

iii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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4) Waterfall displays of auto spectrum on the SO-360 should be

examined to determine a) the si gnificance of the display in terms of

coherence and cros s correla tion function measuremen ts and b ) the optimum

technique for utilizi og the display to extract meaningful information .

5) Further investigation should be conducted to determine optimum

techniques for recording an individual ’ s neurologica l activity with

primary emphasis placed upon the evaluation of neurolog ical functions.

FURT HER CORRELATIONS

1) The possibility of relationships between quantifiable elements

of a pi lot’s pre—flight neurological activity not examined in this study ,

and potential pilot performance should be investigated .
B 2) In-flight pilot neurological data should be exami ned to determine

the possibility of a correlation between a pilot ’s performance an d

neurological activity during the same period.

3) The possibility of grouping aviators according to the effect of

various tasks upon neurological functions and pilot performance should

be investigated. Such a study would prove useful in providing scientific

basis for new pi lot duty criteria.

4) Final ly, the possibility of determining potential for success

among aviation candidates based upon neurologica l characteristics should

be examined.
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